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Lower bounds for Union-Split-Find related problems onrandom access machines �Peter Bro MiltersenAarhus UniversityandUniversity of WarwickAbstractWe prove 
(plog logn) lower bounds on the random access machine com-plexity of several dynamic, partially dynamic and static data structure prob-lems, including the union-split-�nd problem, dynamic pre�x problems and one-dimensional range query problems. The proof techniques include a generaltechnique using perfect hashing for reducing static data structure problems(with a restriction of the size of the structure) into partially dynamic datastructure problems (with no such restriction), thus providing a way to transferlower bounds. We use a generalization of a method due to Ajtai for provingthe lower bounds on the static problems, but describe the proof in terms ofcommunication complexity, revealing a striking similarity to the proof used byKarchmer and Wigderson for proving lower bounds on the monotone circuitdepth of connectivity.1 Introduction and summary of resultsIn this paper we give lower bounds for the complexity of implementing severaldynamic and static data structure problems, listed below.The Union-Split-Find problemThe Union-Split-Find problem (on intervals) is the task of implementing a datatypeUNION-SPLIT-FIND(n) containing a set S � [n] = f1; : : : ; ng, initially empty,with the following operations:� For each i 2 [n] an operation unioni. It removes i from S.�This work was supported by a grant from the Danish Natural Science Research Council. It waspartially supported by the ESPRIT II Basic Research Actions Program of the European Communityunder contract No. 7141 (project ALCOM II). 1



� For each i 2 [n], an operation spliti. It inserts i into S.� For each i 2 [n], an operation findi. It returns the largest element of Swhich is smaller than or equal to i if such an element exists, otherwise 0is returned.The reason for the names union, split, and �nd is the following: We can considerthe data type as maintaining the set of intervalsS0 = f[x; y)jx 2 S [ f0g; y 2 S [ fn+ 1g; (x; y) \ S = ;gwhere [x; y) = fx; x+ 1; : : : ; y� 1g and (x; y) = fx+ 1; x+ 2; : : : ; y� 1g. Withthis interpretation, a union operations corresponds to joining two consecutiveintervals, a split operation corresponds to splitting an interval in two, and thefindj operation �nds the unique interval I for which j 2 I and returns min(I).The Split-Find problem SPLIT-FIND(n) is de�ned in the same way, exceptthat unioni operations are not allowed.In this paper, we consider implementing data types in the cell probe ordecision assignment tree model, studied in several papers [2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 12,18, 19, 23]. In this model, the complexity of a computation is the numberof cells accessed in the random access memory containing the data structureduring the computation, while the computation itself is for free. The numberof bits b in a cell is a parameter of the model. For dynamic problem, like theUnion-Split-Find problem, there is no restriction on the number of cells in thememory.Formally, the model is as follows: In an implementation of the data type weassign to each operation a decision assignment tree, i.e. a rooted tree containingread nodes and write nodes. When performing an operation we proceed fromthe root of its tree to one of the leaves. The read nodes are labeled with alocation of the random access memory. Each has 2b sons, one for each possiblecontent of the memory location. The write nodes which are unary are labeledwith a memory location and a value between 0 and 2b�1. When such a node isencountered, the value is written in the memory location. If the operation is toreturn an answer, this is found in the leaf �nally encountered. The complexityof an operation in an implementation is the depth of its corresponding tree, i.e.we consider worst case, as opposed to amortized complexity.We prove the following result:Theorem 1 For any � > 0, there is � > 0 so that the following holds for su�-ciently large n: For any implementation of SPLIT-FIND(n) with cell size b �2(logn)1�� , if the complexities of all the spliti operations are less than 2(logn)1��then the complexity of one of the findi operations is at least �plog logn.Since O(logn) � 2(logn)1�� , the lower bound is also valid as a lower boundfor the complexity of implementing the data type on a random access machinewhere each machine word stores a polynomial sized integer (a random accesscomputer [5]), no matter what instruction set is used.Actually, b = 2(logn)1�� is so large (exponentially larger than polylogarith-mic) that the lower bound also becomes relevant as a lower bound for thecomplexity of implementing the data type on secondary storage, where data2



must be transferred to and from this secondary storage in large chunks, thenumber of such transferals being the I/O-complexity of the computation [1].Previously, the following bounds on the complexity of Union-Split-Find andSplit-Find were known: UNION-SPLIT-FIND(n) can be implemented on arandom access computer so that all operations have worst case complexityO(log logn). Furthermore, if we allow the complexities of union and splitoperations to be n�, then find can be performed in constant time. This is dueto Van Emde Boas, Kaas and Zijlstra [21]. Imai and Asano [13] prove thatSPLIT-FIND(n) can be implemented on a random access computer so that theamortized complexity of the operations is O(1) (i.e. for any m, m operationscan be performed in time O(m)).On the pointer machine model, some more bounds were known. The pointermachinemodel is in general incomparable to the decision assignment tree model,unless it is restricted in some natural way, for instance by requiring the datastructure to be polynomial size, in which case it is strictly weaker than evena random access computer. The statement of the problem must be modi�edslightly so that it becomes meaningful for pointer machines, see Mehlhorn,N�aher and Alt [17]. The original and the modi�ed problem are equivalent forrandom access computers. In that case, Mehlhorn and N�aher [16] show thatUNION-SPLIT-FIND(n) can be implemented so that all operations have worstcase complexity O(log logn). Mehlhorn, N�aher and Alt [17] show that anyimplementation on a pointer machine has amortized complexity 
(log logn).La Poutr�e [15] shows that any implementation of SPLIT-FIND(n) on a pointermachine has worst case complexity 
(log logn).Dynamic pre�x problemsDynamic pre�x problems in the decision assignment tree model were consideredby Fredman and Saks [12] and Frandsen, Miltersen and Skyum [8]. Let M be a�xed �nite monoid, i.e. a �nite set equipped with an associative binary opera-tion � and containing an identity element 1. The dynamic pre�x problem forMis the task of implementing a data type M -PREFIX(n) containing a sequencex = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2Mn, initially (1; : : : ; 1), with two kinds of operations.� For each i 2 [n] and a 2 M an operation changei;a. This operationchanges xi to a.� For each i 2 [n] an operation prefixi. This operation returns the productx1 � x2 � � � � � xi.Previously known bounds on the complexity of M -PREFIX(n) are� If M contains a group as a subset, then the cell size b = logO(1) n decisionassignment tree complexity of M -PREFIX(n) is �(logn= log logn). Thisresult is due to Fredman and Saks [12].� If M does not contain a group, then M -PREFIX(n) can be implementedon a random access computer with all operations having worst case com-plexity O(log logn). This result is due to Frandsen, Miltersen and Skyum[8].In this paper, we show: 3



Theorem 2 If M is a monoid so that for all x 2 M there is y 2 M so thatx 6= x � y then the cell size b = 2(logn)1�� decision assignment tree complexityof M -PREFIX(n) is 
(plog logn).For instance, the bound holds if M is the group free carry-look-ahead monoidM = f1; S; Cg with x � y = y for y 6= 1.One-dimensional range query problemsConsider the following discrete version of the range query problems of compu-tational geometry: Let r � 2 be a �xed integer. Given a data set M � [n],organize a static data structure using at most jM jO(1) cells, so that for anyi; j 2 [n]; i � j, the counting range query \Is jM \ [i; j]jmod r = 0 ?" can beanswered e�ciently, where [i; j] = fi; i+ 1; : : : ; j � 1; jg.The cell probe model for static problems is slightly di�erent from the onefor dynamic problems. Note that a bound s on the size of the data structureis essential, in order to get a non-trivial problem, otherwise a data set couldbe encoded using n cells, each giving the answer to a query. Formally, animplementation of the problem with cell size b and size bound s consists of thefollowing: To each data set we assign a memory image in [2b]s, and to eachquery we assign a decision assignment tree without any assignment nodes (i.e.a decision tree). In this paper we show:Theorem 3 In any implementation of the range query problem with cell size2(logn)1�� and size bound jM jO(1), for some data set, some query has to accessat least 
(plog logn) cells.Previously known bounds: Willard [22] showed that there is a storage schemeusing O(jM j) cells of size O(logn) such than any query can be answered in timeO(log logn).Ajtai [2] showed a non-constant lower bound for cell size O(logn) and the setof queries \What is jM \ [i; j]j?". In his paper, Ajtai states that a 
(log logn)lower bound is achievable using his technique, but he has later reduced his claimto only 
(plog logn) [3], so Theorem 3 is a strict generalization of his lowerbound.Outline of paper and proof techniquesIn Section 2 below, we show how all the lower bounds in the Introduction followsfrom a lower bound for a communication game. We �rst show how to reducecommunication problems to static data structure problems. This reduction isreally a rather trivial observation, but we �nd it illuminating and useful. Wethen show how to reduce static problems to (partially) dynamic problems usingconstant time static dictionaries. This technique is implicitly present in thepaper of Willard [22] and was used in a weaker form in [18]. In Section 3,we prove the lower bound for the communication game. The proof techniqueis a generalization of the one used by Ajtai for proving the lower bound onthe static problem mentioned above, but in our opinion, the communicationcomplexity framework makes its structure much clearer. Furthermore, readersfamiliar with the proof used by Karchmer and Wigderson for proving lower4



bounds on the monotone circuit depth of connectivity [14] will appreciate thestriking similarity between the two proofs.2 ReductionsIn this section we show how all the results stated in the introduction followfrom Theorem 4 below. We need some de�nitions.Let � be a �nite alphabet and let L � �� be a language. We say that L isindecisive if for all w 2 L there is u 2 �� so that w � u 62 L and for all w 62 Lthere is u 2 �� so that w � u 2 L.By a �-coloured subset of [n] we mean a pair (H;�) where H is a subsetof [n] and � is a map from H to �. For i 2 H, we say that �(i) is the colourof i in H. When no confusion is possible, we will just say coloured instead of�-coloured. Also, we will be a bit sloppy in notation and consider H as anordinary subset with some additional structure, e.g. we shall write H insteadof (H;�) and allow expressions such as H \ J where J is an ordinary subset of[n]. Given a coloured subset H with elements i1 < i2 < � � � < im we denote by�(H) the string �(i1)�(i2) : : :�(im) 2 ��.Let L � �� be a language. Consider the following communication game.� Alice is given x 2 [n]� Bob is given a �-coloured subset H of [n] of size at most m.Their task is to determine if �([x]\H) 2 L by communicating with each other.The communication is structured in the following way: Alice sends her mes-sages in blocks containing a bits, Bob sends his messages in blocks containing bbits and the communication is strictly alternating, with Alice sending the �rstmessage. The complexity is the number of rounds required before they agreeon the correct answer.Theorem 4 Let L is an indecisive, regular language, and let � > 0. For suf-�ciently large n, consider the above game with parameters log logn � a �(logn)1��, b � 2 a4 (log logn)�1=2 and m � 2�a. Then every correct protocol usesat least �4plog logn rounds.We now show how all the results mentioned in the introduction can be shownusing Theorem 4. Theorem 4 itself is shown in the next section.Theorem 5 Let L � �� be an indecisive, regular language and let c � 1and � > 0 be �xed. Consider the following static data structure problem withparameter n: Given a �-coloured subset H of [n] with jHj � m = 2(logn)1�� ,store H in a static data structure using mc cells, each containing b � 2(logn)1�2�bits, so that for any j 2 [n], the query \Is �([j] \H) in L?" can be answered.Then, in any implementation, for some data set H, some query has to accessat least 
(plog logn) cells in the encoding of H.Proof Suppose a scheme with the stated size bounds and a query timeo(plog logn) exists. We now construct a protocol for the communication gamewith parameters �0 = min( 12c ; �2 ), n0 = n, a0 = dc logme+ 1, b0 = b and m0 = musing o(plog logn0) rounds, obtaining a contradiction with Theorem 4.5



Suppose Alice is given j 2 [n0] and Bob is given a coloured subset H of sizeat most m0. Bob computes the data structure (memory image) correspondingto H, but does not send anything yet.Then Alice simulates the decision tree corresponding to the query \Is �([j]\H) 2 L?" by sending Bob requests for the cells she wants to read in the datastructure. A request is coded as a 0 followed by the binary notation of theaddress of the cell, i.e. it can be described in a0 bits. Bob sends the contentof the cell in question back using b0 bits. This is repeated until a leaf in thedecision tree is reached and Alice knows the answer. She informs Bob of thisfact by sending him a 1 followed by the answer. 2Proof (of theorem 3). Put � = fag and let L = fanjn mod r = 0g. Then Lis indecisive and regular, and the lower bound follows from Theorem 5. 2We now turn to dynamic problems. Given a string x 2 (� [ f?g)�, we denoteby x=? the string in �� obtained by removing all occurrences of ? from x. Forinstance, ab?b?a=? = abba.Let L � �� be a language. Let L?-PREFIX(n) be the �nite data typecontaining a string x1x2 : : :xn in (� [ f?g)n, initially ?n, with two kinds ofoperations:� For each i 2 [n] and a 2 � an operation changei;a. This operation canonly be used when xi = ?. It changes xi from ? to a.� For each i 2 [n] an operation prefixi. This operation returns true ifx1x2 : : :xi=? 2 L and false otherwise.We need the following fact, due to Fredman, Koml�os and Szemer�edi [11]. Byan n-dictionary, we mean a subset S � [n] and a map d : S ! [n].Fact 6 (Fredman, Koml�os, Szemer�edi) There is a scheme for storing n-dictionaries (S; d) using O(jSj) cells, each containing logn bits, so that for eachj, the query \Is j in S, and if so, what is d(j)?" can be answered in O(1) probes.Theorem 7 Let L be an indecisive, regular language and let � > 0. In anycell size b � 2(logn)1�� implementation of L?-PREFIX, if the complexities ofall of the changei;a operations are 2(logn)1�� , then the complexity of one of theprefixi operations is 
(plog logn).Proof Suppose an implementation I with the complexity of the changei;aoperations being t = 2(logn)1�� and the complexity of the prefixi operationsbeing o(plog logn) exists. Since the depth of the deepest decision assignmenttree for any operation is t and each node in the tree has at most 2b sons, thetotal number of nodes in all the trees put together is at most (j�j + 1)n2bt,which is less than s = 22(log n)1��=2 for su�ciently large n. This also bounds thenumber of cells in the data structure, i.e. we can identify the set of possiblestates of the random access memory (the memory images) of I with [2b]s.6



We now describe scheme for constructing static data structures storing �-coloured subsets of [n] of size less than or equal to m = b2(logn)1��=4c, in orderto get a contradiction with Theorem 5.Let (H;�) be such a set with H = fi1; i2; : : : ; img. Starting from the initialmemory imageM0 2 [2b]s of I, we perform the sequence of operationschangei1;�(i1); changei2;�(i2); : : : ; changeim;�(im):Let the resulting memory image be MH 2 [2b]s. By the assumption on thecomplexity of the change operations, M0 and MH di�er on at most g = tmindices. Let these indices be G = fa1; a2; : : : ; agg and let the new content of aibe di. The ai's and di's are all smaller than s.Using Fact 6, we store H as a dictionary containing G with d(ai) = di.The data structure uses O(g) � m2 cells, each containing log s = 2(logn)1��=2bits. We now show that with this data structure, any query of the form \Is�([j] \H) in L ?" can be answered more e�ciently than Theorem 5 permits.We would like to run the operation prefixj on MH since this would be theanswer. However, instead ofMH , we only have the data structure containing thedi�erence between M0 and MH to our disposal. To simulate running prefixjin these circumstances we do the following: Each time we want to write thevalue d in cell a, we make a private note that the new content of cell a is d. Ifwe want to read a cell a, we �rst see if this cell appears in our private notes.If it does not, we look it up in the dictionary. If it does not appear there, weknow that its content is the same as it was in M0. Changing or examining ourprivate notes does not probe the data structure, it can be \hardwired" into thedecision tree of the query, and so can the necessary knowledge about M0. Eachlookup requires only a constant number of probes. Thus, the number of probesrequired is o((log logn)1=2), a contradiction. 2Proof (of Theorem 1). Let � = fa; bg and let L = (a [ b)� � a. Then Lis regular and indecisive. Given an implementation of SPLIT-FIND(n), wecan implement L?-PREFIX(n) with the complexity of the changej operationbeing that of the splitj operation plus a constant amount of overhead and thecomplexity of the prefixj operation being that of the findj operation plus aconstant amount of overhead. 2Proof (of Theorem 2). Let G = (M;E) be the Cayley graph of M , i.e. thedirected graph de�ned by E = f(x; y)j9z : x � z = yg. Let M1;M2; : : : ;Mjbe the strongly connected components of G containing at least 2 elements (Bythe assumption on M , j � 1). Pick an element mi from each Mi. Now letL � (M � f1g)� be the language de�ned by x1x2 : : :xn 2 L i� x1 � x2 � � � � �xn 2 fm1; : : : ;mjg. Then L is an indecisive, regular language. However, ifM -PREFIX(n) can be solved in time o(plog logn) then so can L?-PREFIX(n).27



3 Lower bound for the communication gameIn this section, we prove Theorem 4.We �rst make a technical point: We say that a language L � �� is stronglyindecisive if there is a constant qL > 0 so that for all x 2 ��, there is a stringy 2 �qL and a string z 2 �qL so that x � y 2 L but x � z 62 L. We only have toprove Theorem 4 for regular, strongly indecisive languages: If L � �� is regularand indecisive, then L? � (�[f?g)� de�ned by x 2 L? i� x=? 2 L is regularand strongly indecisive. If a protocol P with the parameters in the Theoremexists for L then a protocol P 0 with the same parameters exists for L?: WhenAlice is given x and Bob is given H, Bob computes ~H = fy 2 Hj�(y) 6= ?gand they simulate P on x and ~H.So in the following, we let L be a strongly indecisive, regular language withqL as de�ned above. Furthermore, let ML be the minimal, deterministic, �niteautomaton recognizing L and let sL be the number of states in ML.Now some useful de�nitions: For two �nite sets S and T with S � T andT 6= ;, the density �T (S) of S in T is jSj=jT j. We shall use the following simplefact on densities a number of times:Fact 8 If S � T and T is the disjoint union of T1; T2; : : : ; Tl, then, for somei 2 [l], �Ti(S \ Ti) � �T (S).If I = [minI ;maxI ] and J = [minJ ;maxJ ] are two intervals of integers withjJ j = rjIj for some integer r, and S is a subset of I, we de�ne the expansionof S into J to be the J-subset ShI ! Ji = fminJ +r(i � minI)ji 2 Sg. IfT = ShJ ! Ii, we also say that S is the contraction of T into I, and writeS = T hJ ! Ii. If S is coloured, then so is ShI ! Ji, with the colour ofminJ +r(i �minI) being the colour of i in S.Given n such that log logn is an integer, and i � log logn de�ne [n](i) to bethe following set of intervals:[n](i) = f[1;n2�i]; [n2�i + 1; 2n2�i]; : : : ; [n� n2�i + 1;n]gFor an interval I 2 [n](i), we note that I is the disjoint union of intervals in[n](i+1). We denote the set of these intervals by I0.Assume now that Theorem 4 does not hold for n = N for some large integerN . We can without loss of generality assume that log logN is an integer.Following Ajtai, we now de�ne a family of test sets T in for Bob. T in isde�ned when log logn is an integer greater than or equal to (1� �2 ) log logN +2i(log logN )1=2. It consists of coloured subset of [n].� T 0n is the set of coloured subsets of [n] containing exactly b2�a=2c elements.� T in contains coloured subsets of [n] constructed in the following way:Let u = b2(log logN )1=2 � 1c and r = b22a(log logN)�1=2u�1c. For eachj 2 [u], pick a set of r intervals Intj from [n](j), such that for any j1 6= j2and I 2 Intj1 , J 2 Intj2 , I and J are disjoint. Let Int = [jIntj . Now, foreach I 2 Int pick a test set SetI 2 T i�1jIj1=2 and letH = [I2Int SetIh[jIj1=2] ! Ii8



Note that we might conceivably get the same test set by two di�erent con-structions. However, for counting purposes, we shall consider test sets con-structed in di�erent ways as di�erent, i.e. T in really consists of test sets labeledwith their construction. With this in mind, we can also, for a test set H, de�neIntj(H) to be the value of Intj used in the construction of H, and de�ne Int(H)and SetI(H) for I 2 Int(H) similarly.Let S(n; i) be the following statement:� There is A � [n] and B � T in, with �[n](A) � � = 2�a(log logN)�1=2 and�T in(B) � � = 2�b�1q�1L and a protocol P with i rounds and a string �so that when Alice is given x 2 A and Bob is given H 2 B, the protocolcorrectly decides if � � �([x]\H) 2 L.Note that the sets in in T in have size less than 2a(�=2+2i(log logN)�1=2 ), so, as-suming that Theorem 4 does not hold forN , we would have S(N; b �4(log logN )1=2c).With the help of the following two main lemmas, we arrive at a contradic-tion, and are done: Applying Lemma 9 repeatedly, we get S(n; 0) for n �22(1��=2) log logN , in contradiction with Lemma 10.Lemma 9 S(n; i) implies 9n0 : (log logn0 � log logn� u� 1) ^ S(n0; i� 1)Lemma 10 S(n; 0) does not hold for n larger than c, where c is a constantdependent on L and � only.The following lemma, which can be proved using standard tail estimatetechniques (Cherno� bounds) is useful in the proof of both main lemmas.Lemma 11 Let S � [n] with �[n](S) = s. Let R be a random subset of [n] ofsize l. Then Pr(jS \Rj � sl10) � 2�sl=2Proof (of Lemma 10). Consider the following statement:� Let R be a random, randomly coloured subset of [n] of size k = b2�a=2c.Let � 2 ��. Let Z0 be the event that 8x 2 A : � � �([x]\R) 2 L and LetZ1 be the event that 8x 2 A : � ��([x]\R) 62 L. Then Pr(Z0) and Pr(Z1)are both 2�O(�k= logk), the constant in the O depending on L and � only.Since � = 2�b�1=qL is not 2�O(�k= logk), it immediately follows from the state-ment that zero rounds are not su�cient for the communication game, so weonly have to prove the statement.We show the bound on Pr(Z0), Z1 is dealt with in the same way. Select asubset A0 = fx1; x2; : : : ; xsg of A with x1 < x2 < � � � < xs where xj+1 � xj �10nqL=k and s � b �k10qL c.Now, for j 2 [s � 1], let Ej be the event that jR \ [xj + 1;xj+1]j < qL.According to lemma 11, Pr(Ej) � 2�10qL=2 � 2�5. Furthermore, the events Ejare negatively correlated, i.e. for any family i1; i2; : : : ; il and j 62 fi1; i2; : : : ; ilg,Pr(EjjEi1 \Ei2 \ : : :\Eil) � Pr(Ej).Let h = b slog sc and let C be the event that jfj 2 [s � 1]jEjgj > s � 1 � h.Then Pr(C) �Ph�1i=0 (s�1i )2�5(s�1�i) � (s�1h )2�5(s�1�h) � (s�1)h2�5(s�1�h) �2�s = 2�O(k). 9



We now estimate Pr(Z0j:C). If C does not hold, we can �nd fi1; : : : ; ihg sothat R \ [xij + 1; : : : ; xij+1] � qL. Since L is strongly indecisive, we then havethat Pr(Z0j:C) � (1 � j�j�qL)h = 2�O(� klog k ). Since Pr(Z0) � Pr(Z0j:C) +Pr(C), we are done. 2We need the following lemma by Ajtai [2] for the proof of Lemma 9.Lemma 12 (Ajtai) Let A � [n] have density �[n](A) � � and let Q be anyequivalence relation on A with d equivalence classes. Let I 2 [n](k) for somek � 1. If there is a class C in Q so that �I0 (fJ 2 I 0jJ \ C 6= ;g) � ( �2d ) 1u�1 ,we say that I is dense. Let Dk � [n](k) be the set of dense intervals in [n](k).Then there is k � u for which �[n](k) (Dk) � �2u .Proof (of Lemma 9). Let Q be the equivalence relation on A determined byAlice's �rst message to Bob. Q has at most 2a equivalence classes. According tothe density lemma, pick an integer k � u, so that the density of dense intervalsin [n](k) is at least �2u . Let D = Dk be the set of dense intervals in [n](k). Letn0 = n2�k�1 .According to Fact 8, we can �nd K1;K2; : : : ;Kk�1;Kk+1; : : : ;Ku withKj �[n](j), so that if T1 = fH 2 T inj8j 6= k : Intj(H) = Kjg and B1 = B \ T1 then�T1(B1) � �T in(B) � �.Let T2 = fH 2 T1jIntk(H)\D � 1� log �g and let B2 = B1\T2. Note thatsince Intj for j 6= k is �xed, the �rst step in �nding a random element in T2is letting Intk be a random subset of size r of those intervals disjoint from theintervals in \j 6=kIntj. The dense intervals have density at least �2u� ruj[n](k) j � �4uin those intervals. By lemma 11, we have that �T1(T2) � 1� �2 , so �T2(B2) ��T1(B2) � �T1(B1)� (1� �T1(T2)) � �2 .According to Fact 8, there is a set E with jE \ Dj � 1 � log � so that ifT3 = fH 2 T2jIntk(H) = Eg and B3 = B2 \ T2 then �T3(B3) � �T2(B2) � �2According to Fact 8, we can �nd a set HI � T i�1n0 for each I 2 E � D sothat if T4 = fH 2 T3j8I 2 E � D : SetI(H) = HIg and B4 = B3 \ T4 then�T4(B4) � �T3(B3) � �2Note that, by construction, T4 is in one-to-one correspondence withQI2E\D T i�1n0while B4 is in one-to-one correspondence with a subset of QI2E\D BI whereBI = fSetI(H)jH 2 B4g. Thus �T4(B4) � QI2E\D �T i�1n0 (BI) so we can �ndan interval J 2 E \D, so that �T i�1n0 (BJ ) � ( �2)1=jE\Dj � ( �2)1=(1�log�) = 12 .For each H 2 BJ , �x a set ~H in B4 so that SetJ ( ~H) = H. Let �H =� � �( ~H \ [min(J) � 1]). Let qH be the state in the �nite automaton ML onereaches if one starts in the initial state of the automaton and is given �H asinput. We can �nd q so that if B0J = fH 2 BJ jqH = qg then �T i�1n0 (B0J ) � 12sL .Let �0 be a string so that one reaches q from the initial state when given �0 asinput.Since J 2 D there is a class C in Q so that �J 0(fI 2 J 0jI \ C 6= ;g) �( �2a+1 ) 1u�1 � �. To the class C corresponds a �rst message  2 [2a] of Alice.10



For a possible message � 2 [2b] of Bob, let B� be those H in B0J for whichBob, when given ~H as input, replies � when Alice's �rst message is . We can�x �, so that �T i�1n0 (B�) � 12sL2b = �. Put B0 = B� .Put A0 = fmin(I)jI 2 J 0; I \ C 6= ;ghJ ! [n0]i. For x 2 A, �x ~x in C sothat fxgh[n0]! Ji = fmin(I)g where ~x 2 I 2 J 0.Let the protocol P 0 do the following: If Alice is given x 2 A0 and Bob isgiven H 2 B0, then Alice �nds ~x, Bob �nds ~H and they simulate P from thesecond round on, pretending that in the �rst round, Alice sent  to Bob andBob sent � to Alice.Since �0 ��([x]\H) 2 L if and only if � ��([~x]\ ~H) 2 L, P 0 correctly decidesif �0 � �([x]\H) 2 L. 24 Conclusion and open problemsWe have given lower bounds for several static, partially dynamic and dynamicdata structure problems. All lower bounds are of the form 
(plog logn) whilethe corresponding best known upper bounds are all O(log logn). An obviousopen problem is to close the gaps.Here are some nice problems, for which we have no non-constant lowerbounds.� The pre�x OR problem M -PREFIX(n) where M = (f0; 1g;_), or, equiv-alently, the \Union-Split-First" problem, where one, in addition to theunioni and spliti operations have an operation firsti which reveals ifi is smaller than the smallest element in S.� The dynamic word problem [8] for the carry-look-ahead monoid. In theword problem, the prefixi operations of the pre�x problem is replacedby a single operation product returning x1 � x2 � � � � � xn.� The integer priority queue problem of maintaining a set S � [n] underinserti operations which inserts i into S and deletemin operations whichremoves the smallest element m from S and returns m.� the insert-delete-min problem of maintaining a set S � [n] under inser-tions, deletions and min queries, returning the smallest element of S. Thethree �rst problems reduce to this one, so this should be the easiest toshow a lower bound for.Note that the partially dynamic versions of these problems, where a change isnever undone, are all easy, so we can not use the techniques of this paper toshow lower bounds for these problems.A static problem, for which we might get a lower bound using the techniquesof this paper is the existential range query problem, where the query \Is jM \[i; j]jmod r = 0?" is replaced with \Is M \ [i; j] = ;?". As yet, we know nonon-constant lower bound for this problem.It would also be interesting to try using the communication complexityapproach to get lower bounds larger than plog logn for harder problems, forinstance the static two-dimensional orthogonal range query problem of storing11
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